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Library of Congress, www.loc.gov/item/89711600/. Accessed 6 Feb. 2019. 
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Lawrence, Geo. R. Panoramic Picture Illustrating the Beef Industry. 1900. Library of Congress, 

www.loc.gov/item/2007663982/. Accessed 6 Feb. 2019. 
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search-proquest-com.ezproxy.washington.lib.mn.us/docview/96674537/E24745A443304

3BEPQ/1?accountid=39072. Accessed 6 Feb. 2019. 
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B4667PQ/1?accountid=39072. Accessed 6 Feb. 2019. 
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search-proquest-com.ezproxy.washington.lib.mn.us/docview/96408582/24AF3538F89A4

F69PQ/1?accountid=39072. Accessed 6 Feb. 2019. 

This describes how the 1904 packinghouse strike was settled between the packers and the 

union members. Additionally, it includes an interview with J. Ogden Armour and his 
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CIO-United Packinghouse Workers’ Strike of 1948.” Libcom.org, 

libcom.org/gallery/images-south-st-paul-cio-united-packinghouse-workers-%CC%93strik

e-1948. Accessed 22 Apr. 2019. 
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search-proquest-com.ezproxy.washington.lib.mn.us/docview/96712694/A579D17ED493
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search-proquest-com.ezproxy.washington.lib.mn.us/docview/96678150/FD2585284C494

FB8PQ/1?accountid=39072. Accessed 6 Feb. 2019. 
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Peterson, Paul. At Newberry Research Library. 30 Mar. 2019. 
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